216       IX   ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
9.   (a)   Let fjk (1 *£j *$ m, 1 ^ k ^ n) be scalar analytic functions defined in an open
connected subset A of Cp; let <xjk be real numbers 2*0. Show that the continuous
function u(z) = £ |/u(z)rlk|/2*(z)r2fc|/mk(z)rmfc cannot reach a relative maximum at a
*=i
point of A, unless each of the products |/u(z)|aifc • • • |/m*(z)|am* (1 ^ k ^ n) is constant in
A. (Observe that if /(z) is analytic in A and /(z0) 7* 0, then, for every real number A,
there is a function g^(z) which is analytic in a neighborhood of zq and such that
\gfa)\ = [/OOI* in that neighborhood; use Problem 8(c) to that effect.) Extend the
result to the case in which the a/* are arbitrary real numbers, provided none of the
fjk vanishes in A.
(b)   Generalize to u(z) the result of Problem 3(a).
10. Let f(z) be a complex function of one complex variable, analytic in the open set A
defined by Ri < \z\ < R2 (where 0 ^ Ri < R2). For any r such that Ri < r < R2 , let
M(r) = sup|/(z)|. Show that if ri < rl < r2 < r3 < R2 , then
]og M(,2) *	log M(,3) +
log r3 — log ti	log r3 — log r*
("Hadamard's three circles theorem".) (Apply Problem 9 to |z|* • \f(z)\t where the
real number a is conveniently chosen, and the function \z\a • /(z) is considered in the
set ri < |z| < r3 .) When can equality occur?
 11.	We put on Cp and Cq the hermitian norms (Problem 7). Let /be an analytic mapping
of the ball B: \\z\\ < 1 in Cp, into C*; we have/= (/i, . . . ,/«), where the/fc are complex
valued analytic functions in B. Suppose that /(O) = 0; show that if ||/(z)|| ^ M for
z e B, then ||/(z) || < M • \\z\\ for z e B (for each z e B, consider the functions / -+fk(tz)/t
and apply Problems 9 and 3). When is there equality?
 12.	We put on Cp the hermitian norm (Problem 7). Let F, G be two analytic mappings
of B: ||z || < 1 into Cp, which are homeomorphisms of B onto open sets U = F(B) and
V = G(B), respectively, and such that the inverse mappings are analytic in F(B) and
G(B), respectively (this last condition actually follows from the others; see Section 10.3,
Problem 2). For any r such that 0 < r < I , let B be the ball \\z\\ < r, and let UP = F(Br),
Vr = G(Br), which are open subsets of U and V respectively. Show that if an analytic
mapping u of U into V is such that w(F(0)) = G(0), then «(Ur) <= Vr, for every r such
that 0 < r < 1 (use Problem 11).
 13.	Let /be a complex valued analytic function of one complex variable in the ball B:
|z| < R; for any r such that 0 ^ r < R, let A(r) =

 (a)	Show that r-*A(r) is strictly increasing unless /is constant (consider exp(/(z))).
 (b)	Show that, when A(R-) < + oo,
(Apply Problem 12, with F(z) = Rz, and G(z) of the type (az + b)/(cz + d\ where
the constants a, b, c, d are chosen such that G(B) is the half-plane defined by
14. (a) Let A be a relatively compact open subset of Cp, E a closed subset of the frontier
of A. Suppose there exists a complex valued function g, which is analytic in a neighbor-
hood of A, equal to 0 in E and is not identically 0 in any connected component of A.
Let /be a complex valued analytic function in A, bounded in A, and suppose there is

